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medical college. I felt ecstatic to be selected from several
aspirants, a dream to be achieved and a goal to be cherished. I
learned from my esteemed teachers that I would be a part of
the noblest of the noble profession. A profession which would
alleviate human suffering, diminish pain and which would
postpone death if not prevent it. A profession which would
ensure a decent living and high social status. A profession
whichwould necessitate disregarding self interest from that of
the patient. A profession that would require long period of
study, competition and constant endeavor to thrive.
I thus entered the noblest of the noble professions, the
fraternity of the Doctors. Being one amongst the privileged
ones I could see the profession from inside, enjoyed the
privileges and tolerated the criticisms. In retrospect, however.
Looking back I have become skeptical. Has the profession
remained the noblest of noble? Have those practicing profes-
sionals kept the Hippocratic Oath? Why are the doctors no
more considered second to God as it used to be? I have few
points to make.
First of all consumerism, commercialization, moral degra-
dation has engulfed the society. Doctors as part of the society
are not immune to this. Many of the present day doctors after
putting a long period of labor and money in achieving degrees
and expertises yearn for becoming rich overnight. Be it by fair
or foulmeans. Although I amnot generalizing doctors for crass
commercialism, but many of them behave so, earning
disrepute for the profession. Pharmacologic and allied indus-
tries, hospital and nursing home owners, owners of diagnostic
centres, the so called traders whose sole aim is proﬁt are the
ones who play a great role in luring doctors for their own
advantages.
Second comes the limitations of medical science. Many
decisions in medical science are made by presumption, and
may not be 100% accurate. Medicine, even more than other
sciences is a science of probability.While treatingwith the best
of knowledge and state of the art facilities, nobody can
guaranty cure. None can predict the effect or side-effect of a
particular procedure or a drug. With best of care available
people do die, mortality is an inevitable consequence of life.
Now that more cases are treated in corporate and private
hospitals, relatives have to pay for everything from bed charge
to room rents to cost of drugs and doctor's fees. If somebody
does not get cured or dies after spending huge amount ofmoney, people simply don't accept it. Instead in spite of all
efforts of the doctor, he/she is blamed for wrong doings,
greediness and may be manhandled and be dragged to
criminal or consumer courts. This sometimes makes the
doctors defensive, they try best consultations, best equip-
ments, best scans, many referrals and many tests, lest the
patient's relative accuse that tests supposed to be done are not
done. All these add to the cost of therapy. Setting up a vicious
cycle of doctors prescribing more tests and people blaming
them further.
Third, man is mortal; doctors cannot do away with death.
Life has to end. Even after most appropriate and reasonable
treatment patients may die. Sometimes death may be
unexpected and sudden. Many such inevitable deaths are in
fact termed as death due to negligence which may follow
brickbats and violence. This not only terribly affects the
morale of the treating doctor; it harms his reputation and
earning. The doctor looses all interest in standing for the
profession (after such humiliation for no fault of his/her). Here
I am not supporting criminal negligence like leaving a scissor
in abdomen or operating on the wrong foot.
Fourth, as the patient pays and doctor provides a service, it
comes under consumer law. Now the doctor–patient relation-
ship is that of a service provider-consumer. The trust that is
essential in treatment of a patient is lacking. In order to
prevent a consumer case in future the doctors do lots of tests
which again add to the cost of treatment. This is again is
responsible for the common belief that doctors are doing
unnecessary tests.
Last but not the least is the role of media. It has become a
practice to highlight hospital deaths as due to medical
negligence where reasonable care was provided. Although
the aggrieved party's version is given much importance, the
doctor is demonized. The media always highlights trivia but
always forget that a large number of patients do get adequate
care and get cured in any big hospital. In govt hospitals the
work load is enormous, in anOPDwhere a specialist should see
5 patients ideally, they have to see more than 50 patients, in
ward where there are 25 beds, 3–4 times patients are admitted
with staff and doctor strength is even less than for the existing
25 beds. Inmany peripheral hospitals only one doctorworks in
place of 8–10 doctors. The poor doctor has to work day–night
without holiday, without rest and without a proper family life.
Moreover petty politicians create nuisance in the duty of a
doctor in remote hospitals for their own advantages, all these
take a toll on the profession and the poor doctor starts
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the noble profession?
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